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Washington Targets Distracted Driving In Motorcycle Awareness Video

The Washington State Motorcycle Safety Program recently released a new motorcycle awareness video tar-
geting inattentive drivers.  Created with teen driver education students in mind, the eight-minute-long film
starts by showing a teen driver cruising the streets in a car while eating and listening to loud music.

When he turns left into the path of an oncoming motorcyclist, time stops, giving both the driver and rider a
chance to exit their vehicles and talk to each another.

After some initial frustration, Randy the motorcyclist gets in the car with Ian, the teen driver, and teaches
him the dos and don'ts of how to drive when sharing the road with motorcyclists.  Randy's lessons include
looking twice before turning and giving motorcycles more space.

The two eventually return to their vehicles and the inevitable crash takes place.
"The video is meant to be a relevant and easily accessible tool for Driver Training providers to use as they

fulfill the motorcycle awareness requirement of their curriculum," states the Washington State Department of
Licensing, adding that the WMSP is supported by motorcycle endorsement fees and is tasked with providing
Public Awareness of motorcycle safety, Motorcycle Safety education programs including classroom and on-
cycle training, and Improved operator testing.

The YouTube video "Motorcycle Awareness - A Second Look" has already been viewed over 100,000 times
in the first three weeks (www.youtube.com/watch?v=_b3T7u4ZJ1Y#t=19)

New Mexico Helmet Sticker Proposal Opposed
In response to a Senate bill draft creating a sticker riders would have to pay for in order to exercise their

freedom of choice in helmet use, the New Mexico Motorcycle Rights Organization (NMMRO) has authored a
letter of opposition supported by the National Coalition of Motorcyclists (NCOM) and the NCOM Legislative
Task Force (NCOM-LTF), among others, it states:
Dr. Kurt B. Nolte, M.D., Office of the Medical Investigator;

"It has recently come to the attention of the New Mexico Motorcyclists Rights Organization (NMMRO) that
a bill was drafted on your behalf by Clifford Rees at the New Mexico Legislature. If passed this bill would
impose a $692 fee on motorcyclists who chose to ride without a helmet. As an organization we are interested
in hearing your justification for placing this burden on the public and if you think that placing helmets on
motorcyclists would decrease the number of motorcycle crashes.

Our organization would be pleased to share government statistics with you which show that 58% of all
motorcyclist deaths are experienced by riders wearing helmets. We would also like to point out that it has been
proven that accident prevention has a much bigger impact on preventing motorcycle injuries and fatalities.
Helmets have not been shown to prevent motorcycle accidents and in some cases can increase the chances of
an accident occurring. We have also worked with the New Mexico Department of Transportation to try to
improve the awareness of drivers on New Mexico's roads in respect to motorcycles as another method of acci-
dent prevention.

If in fact you do intend to proceed with your present actions we would like to spend some time with you
looking into what affect this would have on the motorcycle riders of New Mexico and not just assume that it
would be beneficial to their safety. The NMMRO and NM State Representative Rick Miera (a long-serving
member of the NCOM-LTF) are available to meet with you to discuss this issue further."

Thank you for listening to our concerns on this subject,
Annette Torrez, Chairperson NMMRO (and member of the NCOM Board of Directors)

Remember to check out the swap meets during the off riding times. A
great way to spend a day with the family...


